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The Canadian edition of The Little Black Book of Scams is a compact and easy to use reference guide filled with
information Canadians can use to protect themselves against a variety of common scams. It debunks common myths
about scams, provides contact information for reporting a scam to the correct authority, and offers a step-by-step guide
for scam victims to reduce their losses and avoid becoming repeat victims. Consumers and businesses can consult The
Little Black Book of Scams to avoid falling victim to social media and mobile phone scams, fake charities and lotteries,
dating and romance scams, and many other schemes used to defraud Canadians of their money and personal
information.
'Basic Italian' provides readers with the basic tools to express themselves in a wide variety of situations. The book
contains 23 individual grammar points in lively and realistic contexts.
Learn the language of la dolce vita! For anyone who wants to learn and enjoy the most expressive and romantic of
languages, the third edition of 'The Complete Idiot's Guide to Learning Italian' is the first choice for a whole new
generation of enthusiastic students of Italian. This updated edition includes two new quick references on verbs, grammar,
and sentence structure; two new appendixes on Italian synonyms and popular idiomatic phrases; and updated business
and money sections. First two editions have sold extraordinariy well. Italian is the fourth most popular language in the
United States.
This text is an unbound, three hole punched version. Access to WileyPLUS sold separately. Parliamo italiano!, Binder
Ready Version, Edition 5 continues to offer a communicative, culture based approach for beginning students of Italian.
Not only does Parliamo Italiano provide students learning Italian with a strong ground in the four ACTFL skills: reading,
writing, speaking, and listening, but it also emphasizes cultural fluency. The text follows a more visual approach by
integrating maps, photos, regalia, and cultural notes that offer a vibrant image of Italy. The chapters are organized
around functions and activities. Cultural information has been updated to make the material more relevant. In addition,
discussions on functional communications give readers early success in the language and encourage them to use it in
practical situations.
Former Airbnb employee, Superhost, and Airbnb property manager reveals his strategies to rank #1 in Airbnb search by
creating an optimal online listing and offline guest experience. "I have never seen so much valuable, actionable advice in
one place for an Airbnb host. Highly recommended!" - Chip Conley
This new edition of the Modern Italian Grammar is an innovative reference guide to Italian, combining traditional and functionbased grammar in a single volume. With a strong emphasis on contemporary usage, all grammar points and functions are richly
illustrated with examples. Implementing feedback from users of the first edition, this text includes clearer explanations, as well as a
greater emphasis on areas of particular difficulty for learners of Italian. Divided into two sections, the book covers: traditional
grammatical categories such as word order, nouns, verbs and adjectives language functions and notions such as giving and
seeking information, describing processes and results, and expressing likes, dislikes and preferences. This is the ideal reference
grammar for learners of Italian at all levels, from beginner to advanced. No prior knowledge of grammatical terminology is needed
and a glossary of grammatical terms is provided. This Grammar is complemented by the Modern Italian Grammar Workbook
Second Edition which features related exercises and activities.
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